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Name _____________________________

Date ___________________
(Answer ID # 0174231)

Declarative, Imperative, Interrogative, or Exclamatory?
Add the correct ending punctuation. Then write whether the sentence is declarative, imperative,
interrogative, or exclamatory.
1.
You scared me____
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Kim wears jeans a lot because she likes casual clothes____
I never get picked to play with them____
What is your favorite song____
What a great performance____
Shake the salad dressing for me____
Turn in your test at the end of class____
What do you intend to do with this broken picture frame____
Don't forget to floss your teeth____
Dan could not keep his story straight, so everyone knew he was lying____
Will we have lunch at noon____
My little brother likes to mock me when I practice my dancing____
Don't hurt anyone's feelings on purpose____
Glue your picture to the piece of paper____
Mrs. Caldwell had to seize all of our crayons because we kept breaking them____
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Answer Key 0174231
1.

exclamatory

You scared me !

2.

declarative

Kim wears jeans a lot because she likes casual clothes .

3.

exclamatory

I never get picked to play with them !

4.

interrogative

What is your favorite song ?

5.

exclamatory

What a great performance !

6.

imperative

Shake the salad dressing for me .

7.

imperative

Turn in your test at the end of class .

8.

interrogative

What do you intend to do with this broken picture frame ?

9.

imperative

Don't forget to floss your teeth .

10.

declarative

Dan could not keep his story straight, so everyone knew he was lying .

11.

interrogative

Will we have lunch at noon ?

12.

declarative

My little brother likes to mock me when I practice my dancing .

13.

imperative

Don't hurt anyone's feelings on purpose .

14.

imperative

Glue your picture to the piece of paper .

15.

declarative

Mrs. Caldwell had to seize all of our crayons because we kept breaking them .
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